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Lil read this before I did. When I was 1/2 way thru it I said, "This has to be CIA". 
She said, Jim said not to peek. his means not to talk. So read. When I had finished the 
enclosures, this was my strongest impression. After reading the rest of your 73/72, it 
remained my strongest impression. In order to mail this when I have to go into town soon 
I will not reread the whole thing. I just don't begin to see why such a venture with the 
bones of the Peking Man should be a matter of Greek Hertiage in the U.S. or that 35,000 
is anything like a suitable reward for the return of something of infinitely greater value. 
It looks too much like a cover, bait. And I am surprised that Kissinger̀   ould lend his name 
to something like this. Unless Agnew leaned on him. Which would increase my suspicions. 

I think saner heads would discourage Nixon from using the bone for bargaining. 
If Shapiro had official help, it would not be unusual or surprising. Intelligence 

agencies traditionally-  use the sciences. Do you know the names of the agents who made the 
'Bandung recovery? (Top, p. 2) 

Note other reports re Mao's health, cancer, etc. and UPI report Chinese, Russian 
pressure on NVN, NLF re date 8/15. Both heavy TV news play. 

Bok is a Phila. name, and that name, I seem to recall, also had foundation connections. 
One of my dissatisfactions with Jerry is that in a year ho has not returned my file on them. 
I'll later check standard sources, like Wise. I'no longer have my Andrew Tully. 

The Bache banking house is an old one. I came up in the Senate investigation of which-
I was part but don't recall significance except in anti-labor activity, 

Other names mean nothing.-  
I'll write Larry and ask him to check his morgue. This is Ohicagp-based. 

HW 


